Community Jazz Band
Stow-Munroe Falls Public Library Local History Collection

LOCAL HISTORY SPECIAL COLLECTION NO: 2016-2

LOCATION: FCD 15

ACQUISITION: Collection was developed by Stow-Munroe Falls Public Library Librarians Kristen Casale and Beth Daugherty.

ACCESS: access by request only, materials fragile, materials do not circulate

SCOPE AND CONTENT: This collection consists of a transcription of interviews with Community Jazz Band members, a PowerPoint slide show on CD-R, digital images, and clippings.

Transcription of Interviews:
Band members Gale and Al Kinney were interviewed by Kristen Casale in April 2016. Band members Eileen Freeze, Rich Fawcett, Robin Montgomery, Russ Mortus, and Barrett Taylor were interviewed by Kristen Casale June 30, 2016 at Stow-Munroe Falls Public Library.

Digital Photos:
66 digital photos – SEE attached photo ID sheet

CD-R – PowerPoint Slide Show: 74 slides

Movie – Jazz Band 5/4/2016, taken by Kristen Casale